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Abstract 

Application of agent based system is very important 

in fast moving world with modern technologies in 

order to deliver maximum productivity using 

minimum resources. In the railway domain, this will 

account for reducing unnecessary train traffic on 

rail network and reduces operational overhead. 

This research paper discusses how this technology 

has been applied for the benefit of Sri-Lanka 

Railways. 

1. Introduction 
Many developed countries in the world now 

pay their attention for implementation of cost 
effective transportation systems. Main factors 

are being considered to reduce power 

consumptions, environmental pollutions with 
minimum maintenance cost as well as to 

provide maximum productivity using minimum 

resources. Another critical problem is rapid 
proliferation of number of road vehicles that 

causes big issues to the natural environment [1]. 

Creation of heavy traffic jams are inevitably 

affected in the area of the most populated 
commercial cities.  

 

This has also become a common problem to Sri 
Lanka. Number of vehicles daily adding to the 

road traffic is getting doubled comparatively to 

past years [2]. This is one of the hammering 

problems faced by daily travelers due to heavy 
traffic jams. Therefore the travelers and the 

governments strive hard to find alternative 

solutions to alleviate this problem [3]. 
However, many developed countries are now 

investing more money for enhancing of the 

railway infrastructure because they have 
identified railway transportation as the most 

efficient and the economical transportation 

media. In Sri Lanka number of rail commuters 

is dramatically increased during past years. In 

order to cater increasing customer demand 

railway authorities have to maximize its train 

capacity and productivity with required 
infrastructures. This leads for implementation 

of proper and efficient train controlling 

systems. This is a very crucial point that Sri 

Lanka Railways has been overlooked for 
several years. In SLR, management has been 

struggling since many years to operate trains on 

scheduled times without any delay and 
maximize track capacity. However application 

of manual systems to handle increasing number 

of train traffic has led the train operation into 
chaotic situation with creation of more and 

more complexities. Therefore automation has 

become the vital solution in order to alleviate 

above problems in domain of railway 
scheduling and controlling. In the current 

scenario there is no any data communication 

system between train drivers and also with train 
controllers. Train controllers cannot detect 

individual real time positions of each train 

without consulting the corresponding station 
masters. In Sri Lanka Railway (SLR) the 

critical decisions are made on a non-systematic 

manner and leads to conflicts.   

 
Considering over last decades railway industry 

has been developed in many countries and 

automated systems are successfully being 
implemented in some other countries. Among 

high technical areas in engineering, like 

mechatronics and electronics, computer aided 

controlling systems, embedded systems, 
wireless sensor networks and data 

communication technologies are successfully 

integrated into the train controlling and 
optimization systems. Considering, railway 

scenario is not centralized system. It is a 

distributed and scattered system. Therefore 
multi agent based communication and 
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controlling system is capable in controlling 

train traffic on rail network [4,] [5]. This system 

is completely distributed and adaptable 
architecture for railway traffic control and pave 

the way for establishment of communication 

based train controlling  [6] [7]. 

 
This paper is organized into five main sections 

in order to discuss how system has applied. In 

section two it discuss the system architecture 
with hardware components and assumptions. 

Third section explain methodology and fourth 

section explain how system works and 
algorithms applied in the railway scenario. 

Fifth section will discuss results and drawbacks 

and further improvement.  
 

2. System Architecture 

Basically, our proposed system encompasses 

with three modules with a learning layer. The 

three modules are train module, control module 

and station module as in [8]. Train module 
interacts with mobile agents. Each train running 

on rail network is considered as mobile agent 

and it always communicate with train module. 
Control module interacts with zonal control 

agents which are responsible for controlling 

trains within zonal areas. Station module 

interact with station agents and altogether 
interact to make decisions regarding train 

controlling assisted with train drivers, train 

controllers and with station masters.  

 
                          Figure 1: System Architecture 

 

Train module, control module and station 
module can altogether consider as control layer. 

This is responsible for establishing security 

between trains, controlling its speeds, 

supporting for train crossing arrangements, etc. 
Responsibility of learning layer is inferencing 

rules needed for safe running of trains. Its 

maximize productivity by minimizing waiting 

time. Learning layer analyze the data 

accumulated by the controlling layer. This layer 

pass infer rules to controlling layer like “at time 
T1 train t1 at point P1 = (x1, y1) destination D1 

conflict after time Ti in track length Li with 

another train t2 at point P2 = (x2, y2) destination 

D2” This type of rules are transmitted to the 
control layer when similar type of traffic 

situation has detected. Confliction is two trains 

try to enter to a section in same time.  
 

Modules 
In this section explain brief introduction of each 

module and their roles with in the system.  
 

Train module  
This module interacts with each running trains 

and gather important running data. It collects 

velocity of each trains, GPS location, time, and 
destination, train ID, section in and section out 

times, etc. Each train running on network is 

considered as mobile agent under this module. 
Each train considered as a mobile agent, based 

on wireless sensor network (WSN) integrated 

with Internet Protocol (IP) capability, 
implemented in driver’s cab. This provides an 

interface to communicate with train driver. 

Once command is given, it start to send data 

packets in every ten seconds to the central 
server. These data packets include Global 

Positioning System (GPS) data, velocity, train 

Id and XYZ coordination. Main consideration 
of this research is to implement and utilize low 

cost devices in order to provide very efficient 

and productive agent based distributed train 

controlling system. This device also facilitate 
voice communication over wireless network.  

 

GPS is very important for navigation class of 
problems and initially began as US project in 

1973. Now it’s widely use in everywhere in the 

world for detection position, time and speed. In 
this research GPS technology used to calculate 

position, speed and time of running trains. 

Device gather this data and send to the central 

server using General Packet Radio Service 
(GPRS) technology over Global System for 

Mobile (GSM) communication.  

 
GPRS technology is a value added service that 

facilitate to send and receive data transfer 

across a mobile telephone network. Maximum 

speed of data transfer up to 171.2 kilobits per 
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second (kbps) are achievable with GPRS. This 

is enough to apply moving train of 60 - 90 kmph 

and it will create negotiable delay of calculating 
real time speed. An example of information 

send in data packets from different trains are 

shown in Fig. 2.  

 
 

   
        
Figure 2: Structure of Data Packet send by Mobile 

Agent 

 

Device implemented on train driver’s desk is 

shown in Fig. 3. 

 

      
Figure 3: Mobile Agent Implemented on driver’s 

desk 

  
Station Module  

Station module encompasses with station 

agents. This is responsible for allocation of 

available station platforms, managing dwelling 

times and routing. Train position and 
approaching details are shown in Fig. 4.  

 
1) Control Module 

This module encompasses with other zonal 
control centers. Control centers analyze data 

gathered from mobile agents and station agents. 

Based on analysis, control module generate 

decisions regarding running trains with the help 
of inferring rules of learning module. Main 

roles of control module is establishment of 

security of running trains by avoiding 

conflictions. This is an integrated process of all 

three main modules with human assistant 
whenever possible. 

 

     

 
                      

Figure 4: Train indicated by Arrow on map 

 

 

 

 
Control module assign train speeds, crossings 

and arrange routings, etc. For this role control 

module communicate with station module and 
train module. However, control module can 

directly communicate with mobile agents and 

station agents. Control module consist with 
following components.  

 

3. Methodology 

The methodology stands on three important 

assumptions. 

 
Assumptions 

Based on below assumptions rest of this paper 

explains how the proposed system works. This 

research is conducted in real environment, 
initially utilizing of fifteen number of trains in 

order to cover thirty journeys. Southern coastal 

railway line is selected and applied on single 

line railway track from Aluthgama to Matara.   
 

01) Assumption 1  

First assumption is to consider rail network as 

an undirected graph. Each station is a node of a 
graph and line between nodes is an edge. 

 
02)  Assumption 2 

Wireless signal strength is uniformly 

distributed all over defined rail network.  
 

03) Assumption 3 

Train indicated by 

arrow 

 

Mobile Agent 
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Number of sattelites (n) in line of sight at any time 

is 

 n >= 4. Therefore, speed calculation delay can be 

negotialble.  

 

 
Methodology 

 

Once train approached to the start point of its 

journey, train drivers are needed to login to the 

system. Then mobile agent begin to track, 
positions of trains every ten seconds with their 

velocities.    

 

                          Figure 6: Rectangle Bound Theory 

 

After receiving relevant GPS data control 

module analyze them to identify train locations. 
For this purpose, system use rectangle bound 

principal [9] [10] [11]. It compare longitudes 

and latitudes passes by the mobile agent with 
known set of longitudes and latitudes within 

particular area as in Fig 6. 

 
1) Mathamatical Model 

 
Xtrn ‘ = {x : x is latitude send by device n in train id 

n} 

Ytrn’ = {y: y is longitude send by device n in train id 

n} 

 

                lattn Є R and lontn  Є R Sn  = n stations 

 

   lattndn  = latitude sent by train n and device n in tn  

time slot 

  lontndn = longitude sent by train n and device n in tn   
 timeslot 

 

     Xtrn ' = {lattndn1 , lattndn2 , lattndn3  , …,...,...,....,lattndnn 

}                                        

     Ytrn ' = {lontndn1 , lontndn2 , lontndn3 

,...,...,...,....,lontndnn } 
 

  X = {a: a is a latitude of station A} 

                  Y = {b: b is a longitude of station A} 

According to RBP following algorithms used to 

identify (Algorithm A) station node and 

(Algorithm B) edges.  
 

2) Alogorithm A 
 
Do 

               if (x '⊂Xa  && y '⊂Ya  ) { 

                                position is station A; 

            } else if (x '⊂Xb && y '⊂Yb  ){ 

                             position is station B; 

               } else { 

                             position is not station A or B; 

               } 
   End 
 

3) Alogorithm B 
 
     Do 
                if(x' <= Xmax) && (x' >= Xmin) 

 

                          + && (y' <= Ymax) && (y' 

>=Ymin) { 

 

                                       train is within the Sn limit; 

                  } else { 

 

                                       train is out of the Sn limit; 

                } 

       End 

Identified details by control module is sent to 
acknowledge general public and other users. 

An example of display is shown in Fig 7.  

 

                               

Figure 7: Display of Train Positions 

 

Thus collected and generated data applies to 
optimization engine of the control module. 

Inside OE it search for occupation of each train 

and monitor their velocities. This also verify 

dwelling times of each edges and nodes. When 
a train enter to a particular station (node) 

mobile agent of that train sends line in time to 

the control module and when it exit the same 
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node it sends line out time. This is shown in Fig. 

8.   

 

                            Figure 8: Display of Train Positions 

 

If a particular train consume more time to travel 
in a particular edge than defined time slot OE 

monitor and send notification to next train 

which is waiting to enter to occupied edge. 

Every time OE perform time table rescheduling 
task and notify train controller and driver with 

suitable suggestions. Next section will explain 

how to perform this task.  
 

 

4. Algorithm 

Once a train driver login with the system, then 

it identify that train with its specific train ID. 

Therefore, by this way system possess essential 
data set of each running train in rail network. 

Optimization of trains performances by 

applying Ant Colony Algorithm as follows. It 
find out minimum travel time and dwell time 

for each train imitating ant’s behavior of ant 

colony.   
 

 

 
            Figure 9: Display of Ant Colony Algorithm 
             

 
1) Ant Colony Algorithm 

 

Ant Colony Algorithm is a heuristic algorithm 

to solve NP hard problems and that is an 

imitation of ant’s behavior of finding the 
shortest path between ant colony and food 

source. This concept is shown in Fig 9. Ant’s 

use pheromones which are chemical substances 

can sense by other ant’s in order to find out the 
shortest path as in [12]. All pheromones are 

updated regularly and those are not updated will 

become inactive due to evaporation of chemical 

substance. Pheromones are storage mechanism 
that pass over information regarding path to 

food source and let it next ant to read. In railway 

scenario this research applies algorithm in order 
to optimize rail traffic [13]. Each train consider 

as an ant, and update pheromones while its 

journey. The probability Pij
s(t) of ant sth travelling 

from ith position to the next position  jth is given by  
 

                          [τα 
ij][η

β 
ij] 

  Ps
ij(t)  =                                    -----------(1) 

                       ∑l

s 
I [τ

α 
il][η

β 
il] 

                                                           

              

τij   represent the pheromone concentration with 
the edge. 

 ηij    represent the heuristic information 

(obtained based on   experience)        
 ηij   = 1/ dij   where dij is the distance between two 

positions i and j 

 

 If α = 0 probability is based purely on 
heuristics and positions close to each other are 

chosen. This situation behaves very similar to 

greedy algorithm.  
 

 If β = 0 probability based on pheromone 

concentration. Sometimes can lead to localised 
search space. 

 

Thus every relevant pheromones are updated by 

each ant that travel through each positions 
according to ant’s behaviour and algorithm.  

  

                                                     m 
   τij (t + 1)  = ( 1 – ρ).  τij(t) + ∑ ∆τij V(i, j)---(2) 

                                                     k=1 

 
 In above formula ρ represents the evaporation 

rate to avoid accumulation of the pheromones 

             

                                      1                 
                                      LS 

       ∆τij
S (t) =                       ------------------- (3) 

                                       0 
Where LS is the total length of the ant's 'S' tour.  
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In railway scenario there are several 

pheromones. One is local pheromone which is 

read locally by trains running on particular line 
and other is global pheromone. Global 

pheromones are read by trains running on other 

lines. Third type of pheromone is control 

pheromones updated by train controllers. Train 
controllers can change train behaviour by 

updating this control pheromones. Pseudo code 

of updating pheromone by ants as follows.   
 

Start (Ant Colony System) 

 

      Set pheromones to initial state (assign 
initial values) 

 

      While (not satisfy the condition for 
termination)   do 

                  Start to verify by each ants 

  

                      For i = 1 to n do (#ants)  
 

                           For k = 1 to m do (#nodes)  

 
                                Apply State Transition 

Rule 

 

                                Update pheromones 
(Local) 

 

                        End for  
                    End for  

 

           Update pheromones (Global) 
 

         End While 

      End (Ant Colony System) 

 
Each trains before entering to station i (node) or 

depart from a station to an edge eij those become 

to a transition state. In this state before move, 
each train read relevant pheromones and take 

decision regarding next move according to 

transition rules. Thus mobile agents (ants), 
station agents and control agents pass real time 

information to each other via WSN.  

 

 

5. Implementation 

This system encompassed with following units. 

Mobile agent is main unit fixed in each Diesel 

Multiple Units (DMUs) or locomotives. Main 
role of this mobile agent is to collect GPS data 

and pass them to zonal agent within regular 

time intervals. Usually six data packets per 

sixty seconds of time. Except main role, mobile 
agent keep continuous interaction with train 

drivers by providing interface for 

communication, message passing with other 

agents. This mobile agent is encompasses with 
Quad core 1.4 GHz Cortex-A9 CPU with Mali-

400MP4 GPU. It is also equipped with 1GB 

RAM and Android 4.3 (Jelly Bean) OS. Mobile 
agent need high processing power to do 

calculations efficiently. It has to collect data 

and send them via GPRS, HSPA+, 4G LTE or 
using whatever technology with train speed. 

Device need to keep data in a queue and send 

them gradually to the central server where in 

the areas distributed with low signal strength. 
Therefore it need sufficient capacity of RAM.  

 

Second unit is station agent. This is normal 
computer with low processing power. Its main 

role is providing interface to station masters for 

communication and data inputs.  
 

 

        

 
               Figure 5: Basic System Architecture 
 

 

Main processing units are zonal agents and 
central agent (control agent) of this system. All 

computations are taking place there and need 

high processing power. Control agent 
encompasses with Intel Core i3 2.7GHz 

processor, 8GB RAM, MySQL 5.5 database 

server, Red Hat Linux Server, JEE, Struts2 and 
Spring 3 MVC frameworks, Hibernate 3. 

Tomcat 6. Application work in Apache2 and 

Tomcat 6 integrated server.  

 
Optimization of train traffic is NP-hard 

problem and it need application of heuristic 

algorithms in order to get feasible solutions for 
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time table problem. Main goal of this research 

is optimization of train traffic applying multi-

agent based system. According to ant colony 
algorithm iterations are increased with the 

increasing number of mobile agents and station 

agents. In order to perform calculations 

efficiently high processing power is needed.  
 

6. Results and Discussion 

This research was applied to fifteen number of 

trains in southern coastal line. Results taken 

from train numbers 8059 (Ruhunu kumari) 
running from Matara to Colombo, 8057 (Galu 

kumari) running from Matara to Colombo and 

8040 (Kandy Matara Express) are shown in 

following tables. In tables stations are 
mentioned as Nodes. (Node 20 is Matara and 

Node 0 is Kalutara South). 

 

 
                              Figure 10. The process of transition  

 

There are three main columns and under 

schedule mention arrival and departure times at 

each node according to schedule time table. 

Real arrival time and departure times are under 

real main column and optimized arrival and 

departure times at each nodes after applying 
Ant Colony Algorithm are under ACO. In this 

table arrival time 0.00 means that train will not 

stop at that node. 

                                                                                                          

Node 

number 

  Schedule       Real      ACO 

  Arr Dep Arr Dep Arr Dep 

Node 20 0.00 6.05 0.00 6.07 0.00 6.07 

Node 19 6.11 6.11 6.16 6.16 6.12 6.12 

Node 18 6.18 6.19 6.24 6.27 6.22 6.23 

Node 17 6.26 6.27 6.32 6.35 6.32 6.33 

Node 16 6.32 6.32 6.40 6.40 6.39 6.39 

Node 15 6.36 6.36 6.46 6.46 6.44 6.44 

Node 14 6.41 6.41 6.52 6.52 6.51 6.51 

Node 13 6.45 6.55 6.57 7.09 6.56 7.04 

Node 12 6.59 6.59 7.13 7.13 7.13 7.13 

Node 11 7.01 7.01 7.17 7.17 7.15 7.15 

Node 10 7.04 7.04 7.23 7.23 7.20 7.20 
                             

     Table1. Routing of Ant 8059 

 

Node 

number 

  Schedule       Real      ACO 

  Arr Dep Arr Dep Arr Dep 

Node 20 0.00 6.10 0.00 6.16 0.00 6.16 

Node 19 6.17 6.18 6.24 6.25 6.22 6.25 

Node 18 6.30 6.31 6.34 6.37 6.40 6.41 

Node 17 6.42 6.43 6.44 6.48 6.51 6.52 

Node 16 6.49 6.50 7.00 7.04 6.53 6.54 

Node 15 6.56 6.57 7.18 7.20 7.09 7.10 

Node 14 7.07 7.08 7.26 7.30 7.25 7.26 

Node 13 7.14 7.25 7.37 7.50 7.35 7.44 

Node 12 0.00 7.29 0.00 8.01 0.00 7.53 

Node 11 0.00 7.31 0.00 8.04 0.00 8.03 

Node 10 0.00 7.34 0.00 8.11 0.00 8.07 
                                

Table2. Routing of Ant 8057 

 

Tran number 8040 runs from Kandy to Matara 

and plotting has started from Node 0 up to Node 

10. 
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Node 

number 

  Schedule       Real      ACO 

  Arr Dep Arr Dep Arr Dep 

Node 0 0.00 9.33 0.00 9.37 0.00 9.37 

Node 1 9.43 9.43 9.43 9.43 9.43 9.43 

Node 2 9.48 9.48 9.50 9.50 9.51 9.51 

Node 3 9.53 9.54 9.54 9.55 9.55 9.56 

Node 4 10.01 10.01 10.00 10.00 10.01 10.01 

Node 5 10.07 10.07 10.04 10.04 10.07 10.07 

Node 6 10.13 10.13 10.09 10.09 10.13 10.13 

Node 7 10.18 10.19 10.17 10.20 10.18 10.19 

Node 8 10.24 10.24 10.26 10.26 10.24 10.24 

Node 9 10.29 10.30 10.33 10.35 10.29 10.30 

Node 10 10.36 10.36 10.42 10.42 10.36 10.36 

                                   

Table3. Routing of Ant 8040 

 

Figure 9 shows a simulation generated by the 

system for train number 8059. Real time 
simulations can be produced by the system 

itself. According to the analysis of results 

integration of Ant Colony Algorithm with multi 
agent based system delivered successful results. 

However, it cannot be achieved global best but 

final results are very close to the global best. In 

this research paper it cannot include all results 
due to page limitations. But in above results 

clearly show trains are reduced their delays 

considerably. In train number 8059 schedule 
arrival time at Node 10 is 07.04 and real arrival 

is 07.23. After applying this system with ACO, 

arrival time reduced to 07.20. According to 

table 3 train number 8040 has arrived scheduled 
time after applying the system. 

 

 
                        Figure11. Graph of Simulation Ant 8059    

            

 However, daily variation in time. But applying 

of Multi Agent Based System is benefited to 

both rail travelers and as well as railway 
management to deliver efficient rail service by 

reducing delay [14]. This also facilitates to 

maximize track capacity and train routing. 

Conflict detection is a crucial benefit received 
by the system [15]. There are several 

drawbacks identified and are possible to 

minimize in future works. Main drawback is 
number of satellites detected in line of sight. 

Next one is varying signal strength at time to 

time and place to place.  
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